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Versa has various Simple Agreement for Future Equity (SAFE) and is also looking 

to set up an Employee Stock Option Program (ESOP). As part of its Series A 

funding, these SAFEs would be converted to preference shares, and ESOP pool 

creation would have dilutive impacts to both founders and investors.

Model various new equity financing round, with different 
Pre-money  Valuations and Investment Amounts 

Taking into consideration of Valuation Cap, Conversion Trigger, 
Interest Accrued of the SAFEs, and ESOP Pool creation 

Generate pro forma capitalisation table (captable) easily
and intuitively  

Sharing the output with existing and potential investors 

Qapita’s Scenario Modelling tool and Customer Success team 
enabled the founders to: 

How Versa used Qapita’s  Scenario 
Modelling tool and leveraged on
Qapita team’s expertise to run different 
dilution scenarios for its
Pre-Series A equity fund raise.



VALUATION:
MYR 50mn (as of pre-Series A)

COMPANY SIZE
30 employees

INDUSTRY 
FinTech

USE CASE
Dilution modelling for new equity financing
round with SAFE conversion

KEY FEATURES USED ON QAPITA
Scenario Modelling – Equity Financing Round

LOCATION
Malaysia

Versa is a digital wealth management 

app dedicated to empowering 

Malaysians from all walks of life to 

achieve financial wellness. The app 

makes saving and investing simple via 

its partnership with Affin Hwang Asset 

Management, and highly accessible by 

introducing low entry amounts, low fees 

and flexibility that allows users to 

withdraw anytime without incurring 

penalties. Versa is registered by the 

Securities Commission (SC) of Malaysia 

to operate as a Recognized Marketing 

Operator (RMO) under guidelines as an 

E-Services platform.

About Versa

“Qapita’s captable modelling tool is super easy-to-use  
and intuitive, even for such complex scenarios; and its  
customer success team which consists of financial  
analysts are very helpful in walking us through the  
model and considerations. 

Although they are not a Financial Advisor per se, the  
guidance and sensibility checks are instrumental in our  
fund-raising efforts. Qapita is a cost-effective platform for  
early-stage startups like us to manage captable and  
investors relations digitally; and run various scenarios  
quickly and accurately to aid us in negotiations and  
decision-making. Highly recommended.” 

Richmond Yau
Co Founder & COO

Versa


